. We summarize each of the first two steps and Nevertheless, because so much of the genetic machinery is shared, many of the principles uncovered may then discuss the third step in more detail, taking the Drosophila wing disc as an example. We consider propapply, with variations, to all multicellular animals.
Figure 1. The Origins of Parasegment 4
At early gastrulation, the Drosophila embryo consists of a single layer of cells. As a result of the step-by-step interpretation of the Bicoid gradient, the embryo expresses two genes, fushi tarazu (stained in brown) and evenskipped (grey), in accurately spaced and positioned stripes. These asymmetric stripes have sharp anterior boundaries that delineate the boundaries of the parasegments (reviewed by Lawrence, 1992) . Parasegment 4, which is the set of cells that will generate the larval and adult epidermis of the anterior part of the wing segment (T2) and the posterior part of T1, is outlined in black dots. Photograph of dissected embryo, stage 7. It is important to distinguish a morphogen from other morphogen, and the morphogen diffuses away from this source in all directions. The result is a mirror-image types of organizing molecules: as originally defined, a gradient landscape with a peak at, or just one side of, morphogen is a "form generating" substance that difthe compartment border, and this patterns the two comfuses through a tissue, its distribution dictating the departments (differently, because they have different gevelopment of cells in the tissue (Turing, 1952) . In gradient netic addresses). This model has come mainly from models of pattern formation (see Wolpert, 1969 ; Lawstudies on the two axes of the wing disc, which we now rence, 1992), a morphogen emanates from a localized discuss one by one. source and diffuses away to make a concentration gradi-
(1) The Drosophila Wing Disc, Anteroposterior ent. This gradient is interpreted as pattern-for example, As we have seen, engrailed is the selector gene respondownstream genes are activated in particular places; sible for the posterior compartment, its absence specielements such as bristles are arranged and oriented fying anterior. engrailed, like most selector genes so with precision. The complete morphogen does more far identified, carries a homeobox and regulates other than just turn genes "on" or "off" at different concentragenes, some of which are known (for example, see Sanitions; it orchestrates cellular behavior coherently so that cola et al. posterior compartment as well. However, if posterior cells mutant for hedgehog are adjacent to the compartment border, they fail to activate dpp on the anterior al., 1982). dpp-expressing clones can be made in these side of that border, and this has a global effect on pattern flies, and when they occur in the wing primordium, they (Mohler, 1988; Basler and Struhl, 1994) . rescue pattern and growth of the wing. When the clone There is evidence that Dpp is the long-range morphohas posterior provenance (cells expressing engrailed), gen. Patches and clones of cells that express dpp ectopit organizes a duplicated winglet of posterior type, and ically change the pattern of the wing, both in the anterior when anterior, it forms an anterior winglet (Zecca et and posterior compartments, the effects varying with al., 1995). In this experiment, the clone acts in a wing location (Capdevila and Guerrero, 1994; Zecca et al., primordium that has no endogenous Dpp; therefore, the 1995). In the model for the wing, the pattern derives total concentration of Dpp that can be reached is less from a line source of Dpp, located immediately anterior than when such clones are made in a normal wing (where to the anteroposterior border-it follows that the conthere is some Dpp already present). As a consequence, centration of Dpp should be highest there, and grade the pattern elements formed are those normally found away anteriorly and posteriorly. If a dpp-expressing nearer to the extreme anterior and posterior margins of clone is of medium activity, it should only be able to the wing-more evidence that the level of Dpp is what alter the concentration landscape where the backcounts. The above evidence does not prove that Dpp ground level is low, that is, far from the endogenous is the long-range morphogen; however, it must be closer Dpp source in the middle of the wing. This is exactly to it than Hedgehog-for it appears that, while Hedgewhat is observed (Zecca et al., 1995) : Figure 3 shows hog may act chiefly as a switch to activate Dpp exprestwo examples of marked dpp-expressing clones; such sion, Dpp does much more. Indeed, the experiments clones can produce duplications of veins I, II, or V, but suggest it is the amount of Dpp that determines which have little effect on the central region containing veins part of the wing pattern is formed. Note also that, in all III and IV. Note that the effects on pattern extend far these experiments, net growth is coordinated with the outside the clone; it is as if the concentration landscape reorganization of pattern so that, finally, the extra pieces of Dpp prefigures and determines the finest of pattern of wing have all the normal elements, such as veins, details, such as the type, sequence, and spacing of the and are complete in size and proportion. veins. Note also that ectopic "peaks" in the gradient
As we have seen, Dpp has long-range effects; it could landscape (identified by those pattern elements found achieve these directly by diffusing over as many as 30 nearest to the anteroposterior compartment borders in cell diameters. Another possibility is that it could be the the normal wing) always appear to be in the center of first of a "bucket brigade" of short-range inducers that the dpp-expressing clones (Figure 3 after looking at the wing disc, but the discoveries in the The way apterous works appears to be more complex disc may have general implications. It is known that the than engrailed. apterous has at least two distinct outanteroposterior compartment boundary within the disc puts: first, it is responsible for making the dorsal cell derives directly from the parasegment boundary in the type distinct from ventral, a property that may be due embryo (Struhl, 1984) , and, hence, the same rules may to its activating the gene Dorsal wing (Tiong et al., 1995) ; apply. Specifically, in the embryo as in the disc, it is second, it directs the expression of fringe and Serrate in possible that Hedgehog may serve principally as a shortthe dorsal compartment. Fringe is remarkable because a range inducer to elicit a long-range morphogen that boundary forms wherever fringe-expressing and nonexcontrols patterning on both sides of the parasegment pressing cells meet, a boundary that can organize longrange pattern (Irvine and Wieschaus, 1994) . Serrate, a boundary. In Figure 4 , we show the distribution of such a putative morphogen as it applies to the ventral pattern There is circumstantial evidence that all these three types of positional information are used to organize patof the first instar larva. , 1992) . Similarly, the vecoff) as opposed to a posterior (engrailed on) genetic tors do appear to determine the cell polarity; this is address. revealed in some insects by ripples in the cuticle that The identity of the putative long-range morphogen run parallel to contours in the presumed landscape of induced in the embryo by Hedgehog is unlikely to be concentration (Stumpf, 1966) and, in other insects, by Dpp, as it is not present just anterior to the border in the orientation of bristles that appear to point down, the ventral ectoderm. One candidate would be Wingless, or up, the local steepest slope in the same landscape which is expressed as a line source just anterior to the (Lawrence, 1966 by juxtapositions between host and donor cells is deterThe patterning of insect segments was studied long mined by the disparity between their original positions ago, using transplantation experiments, and the results prior to grafting. led to the hypothesis that growth and patterning in the In the developing Drosophila wing, the gradient of epidermis is organized by gradients of positional inforDpp, like that of the putative segmental gradient, also mation (reviewed by Lawrence, 1992) . , 1992) . First, different circumstances: unlike cellular primordia such given that the peak is at a fixed height, the scalar conas the wing disc, the early embryo is a syncytium in centration provides positional information about how far which transcription factors can diffuse through a coman individual cell is from the peak. Second, the vector, mon cytoplasm from one nucleus to the next. Neverthethat is, the direction of maximal change at any point less, we believe that the way the Bicoid gradient is read in the gradient landscape, provides information about could help in understanding how extracellular morphoorientation with respect to a source; it could polarize gens such as Dpp might organize growth and patterning cells. Third, the slope of the gradient relates to the size in epithelia. of the field; for example, if both upper and lower limits of Bicoid protein arises from mRNAs that are localized the gradient are at fixed levels, the steepness becomes at the anterior pole of the egg (reviewed by St Johnston some measure of the length of the compartment in one and Nü sslein-Volhard, 1992). Following fertilization, axis. This measure could affect the probabilities of each these RNAs are translated and the protein diffuses posindividual cell dying or dividing, probabilities that deterteriorly to form a gradient extending about half-way mine the overall growth rate. The attraction of this last down the body, a gradient that organizes the segmentahypothesis is that it offers the means for a single cell tion of the head and thoracic primordia (Nü sslein-Vol-(the unit that must wait, divide, or die) to make a decision hard and Frohnhofer, 1986; Driever and Nü sslein-Volbased on local information-yet, this local information, hard, 1988a, 1988b). Under some conditions, Bicoid can in effect, could tell the cell the length of the compartment even specify the pattern of most of the abdominal segments (Hü lskamp et al., 1990; Struhl et al., 1992) . In in the axis in which the gradient is operating. principle, the Bicoid gradient could act directly to orgaworks in principle. However, it is demanding: cells would have to be able to discriminate between relatively small nize the segment pattern: the scalar values of concentration could set thresholds that define the boundaries differences in concentration across the entire gradient. For example, in the Drosophila wing, longitudinal veins between parasegments. Also, the direction of slope of the gradient at each point, that is, the vector, could form at precise distances from the compartment boundary and each would have to form in response to a precise polarize cells throughout. Indeed, it is found that when the Bicoid gradient landscape is altered, the pattern threshold concentration. Similarly, in many, maybe all, tissues, cells are polarized in the plane of the epithelium changes and it appears as if every nucleus measures the exact concentration of Bicoid protein, and directly (they may form bristles and cell hairs that point posteriorly), and these cells would have to be able to detect reads the slope of the gradient. However, appearances can deceive; it has been shown that Bicoid works more shallow slopes of concentration across themselves or to read small differences in concentration from one cell indirectly.
In the anterior part of the embryo, Bicoid drives high to the next. An alternative view, which we favor, is that Dpp acts levels of hunchback transcription and then binds cooperatively with Hunchback protein to several target in an indirect way, formally reminiscent of Bicoid. Even though Dpp forms an extracellular gradient, it could be genes, such as orthodentical, giant, and hunchback itself; as a result, the target genes are activated in specific transduced via receptors and drive regional and possibly graded distributions of intracellular transcription faczones ( Hox genes, genes which are homologous to homeotic selector genes in flies (reviewed by Krumlauf, 1994) . This specific sequence not only along the anteroposterior axis of the body, but also along the proximodistal axis is an example of the second step (the genetic address). As we describe above, the genetic address in flies is of the limbs and even in the genitalia (Dollé et al., 1991 , 1992) . Moreover, as the concentration is inthere will be special molecular mechanisms that apply to intercellular gradients such as Dpp. creased, the sequence of cell types induced corresponds with the order in which these cell types are
